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CS 294-5: Statistical
Natural Language Processing

Coreference
Dan Klein

Reference Resolution

Noun phrases refer to entities in the world, 
many pairs of noun phrases co-refer:

John Smith, CFO of Prime Corp. since 1986, 

saw  his pay jump 20% to $1.3 million 

as the 37- year- old also became 

the financial services co.’s president.

Kinds of Reference
Referring expressions

John Smith
President Smith
the president
the company’s new executive

Free variables
Smith saw his pay increase

Bound variables
Every company trademarks its name.
Every company monitors that company’s competitors.

More 
grammatical 
constrains, 
more linguistic 
theory

More common in 
newswire, generally 
harder in practice

Grammatical Constraints

Gender / number
Jack gave Mary a gift.  She was excited.
Mary gave her parents a gift.  She was excited.

Position (cf. binding theory)
The company’s board polices itself / it.
Bob thinks Jack sends email to himself.

Direction (anaphora vs. cataphora)
She bought a coat for Amy.
In her closet, Amy found her lost coat.

Discourse Constraints

Recency

Salience

Focus

Centering Theory (Grosz et al. 86)

Other Constraints

Style / Usage Patterns
Peter Watters was named CEO.  Watters’
promotion came six weeks after his brother, 
Eric Watters, stepped down.

Semantic Compatibility
Smith had bought a used car that morning.  
The used car dealership assured him it was in 
good condition.
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Sequential Decision Models
Most common machine learning approach:

Build classifiers over pairs of NPs
For each NP, pick a preceding NP using this 
classifier, or assert it evokes a new entity.
Clean up non-transitivity with clustering or graph 
partitioning algorithms
E.g.: Soon et al. 01, Ng and Cardie 02
Kind of a hack, gets results in the 50’s to 60’s when 
evaluated on all NPs (proper names and pronouns 
are easier)
Failures are mostly because of insufficient knowledge 
or features for hard common noun cases

Some recent work has done the classification 
and clustering jointly (McCallum and Wellner 03)

Entity-Mention Models

Above approaches treat 
coreference chains as a collection 
of pairwise matchings

A cleaner, but less studied, 
approach would be to posit single 
underlying entities, which correlate 
all coreferring mentions (Pasula et 
al. 03)

Announcements
Nov 1 (Monday)

NO CLASS

Nov 3 (Wednesday)
GUEST LECTURE
Ben Taskar on SVMs, Max-margin networks

Nov 5 (Friday)
We’ll start on machine translation
HW 4 on MT, probably out later than Friday


